Contractor:  Shaw Brothers  
Bid Amount: $9,276,980.50
Percent Complete last approved pay estimate: 1.4%

Project Schedule: Completion date November 19, 2021

Project Scope: The work consists of expanding the parking at the Kennebunk Travel Plazas (NB & SB) in the Town of Kennebunk, Maine. The parking expansion will separate the truck parking from passenger car parking, while providing additional capacity for both. The work includes acceleration and deceleration lane extensions, relocated ramps, parking improvements, parking expansions, perimeter road improvements, clearing, lighting, stormwater facilities, utility work, drainage, maintenance of traffic, signing and pavement markings, and traffic signal improvements.

Contractor Schedule: Shaw Brothers Construction has been busy construction the north and south bound service plaza parking areas. They have done about 95% of the clearing and have been working on the cuts and fills as shown in the plans. There are about 15 dump trucks hauling fill and gravel to the site as well as several dump trucks working on site moving granular borrow from the south bound side plaza to the north bound plaza. The contractor intends to shut down in mid-February, unless the weather becomes seasonally warm.